DIGITAL STRATEGY DESIGN
Throughout our experience, we have seen digital channels grow from being a "perhaps we
include?" option to a "we must have!" necessity within a customer-focused strategy. For us, these
channels not only offer customers the chance to express themselves online but provide our clients
with an opportunity to engage in a way that they have never done before.
To help guide our clients through the maze of online communication channels, our digital design
solution explores the best options when our clients look to engage, enable and say hello online.
We offer support and guidance on integrating digital channels into an existing customer service
solution or working in partnership to create a digital strategy that delivers a genuinely frictionless
online experience.
Developing a Digital Strategy in China
Following the successful launch of a Customer Relationship Center (CRC) for our premium
automotive client in China, we were targeted with helping them expand their footprint in a new
marketplace. Their desire was to engage with their growing customer base online while delivering
a truly personalized and premium customer experience.
To do this, we needed to look beyond the traditional and focus on developing a strategy that would
align with the digital-savvy Chinese customer. Our approach had three key stages: initial research,
developing an understanding of how a new customer strategy would complement existing
operations and planning for the future.

Research
Several critical areas of research would allow us to progress with the strategy. Initially, we needed
to determine which stages across our client's customer journey could be enhanced with digital
engagement. Then we needed to understand the profile of their customers better and determine
which digital tools they would be likely to use, from those available to us in the marketplace.
Our research led us to select WeChat as our client's digital channel of choice.
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Behind Facebook and Twitter, WeChat is the 3rd fastest growing Social Network across the
Globe, with over 700m users in China alone*
* “Social Media Update 2016”, PEW Research Center
After identifying WeChat as the channel of choice, we used this initial research to develop a
"WeChat customer lifecycle," highlighting how the channel could be used across the key areas of
the customer journey to meet the client's objectives.
Understanding Existing Operations
For us, the true value of digital channels can only be achieved if they complement all other forms
of customer communication. Therefore, before recommending that our client implement WeChat,
we had first to ensure that the channel could be managed effectively within their existing CRC.
This meant understanding the current team's impact, identifying gaps in existing processes or
training, and ensuring we could measure success in the best way possible.
Planning for the Future
In the longer term, a digital strategy that not only aligns with existing customer operations but also
links together disparate elements of a business can be of immense value. Therefore, to complete
the plan for the client, we looked to develop a way of linking together our client's key internal and
external stakeholders using the platform. For example, a "WeChat digital eco-system" could
potentially connect customers directly with dealers, which would allow them to deliver a quicker
and more personalized service when scheduling test drives or following up on maintenance.
Our premium automotive client, utilizing WeChat to engage with their growing customer base,
aligned with their current CRC, would help them achieve long-term success in a new marketplace.
Our expertise in delivering frictionless experiences, coupled with our knowledge of the Chinese
marketplace, allowed us to be true trusted advisers for our clients.
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